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Chapter 5

MAPPING TROLL-LIKE PRACTICES ON TWITTER

How may we detect Twitter accounts which negatively target political representatives?

How may we characterise the sources of troll-like activity?

How may troll-like practices be characterised?
Introduction - Tactics such as trolling and the use of bots and “sock-puppet” accounts have been linked to the spread of political disinformation and propaganda online [1]. In the lead up to the 2017 general elections for the Dutch parliament, journalists pointed to the use of sock puppets (i.e. false online identities assumed to deceive and influence opinion) by some political parties to amplify their messages online and to attack their political opponents on social media [2].
In this recipe set we provide some methods that can be employed to detect and profile misleading information practices by taking troll-like behaviour around the 2017 Dutch election campaign as a case study. We focus on political troll-like practices, a term which we use in the narrower sense of attacks addressed at political representatives.

We focus on three aspects of political trolling: the sources of troll-like activity, the characteristics of these practices and their targets.

[1] See, for example, Alice Marwick and Rebecca Lewis, "Media Manipulation And Disinformation Online", Data Society, May 2017: https://datasociety.net/output/media-manipulation-and-disinfo-online/

HOW MAY WE DETECT TWITTER ACCOUNTS WHICH NEGATIVELY TARGET POLITICAL REPRESENTATIVES?

BEFORE STARTING

To detect political troll-like activities and their sources, you should start from compiling a list of potential targets, for instance a set of Twitter accounts associated with political representatives. We used a set of 28 Twitter accounts associated with the leaders of parties participating in the 2017 Dutch general elections.
How are attacks distributed across the political spectrum in the Netherlands?
IDENTIFY WHO NEGATIVELY TARGETS POLITICAL LEADERS ON TWITTER

To identify who negatively mentions a political leader on Twitter start from identifying all references of a political leader account on Twitter. Following Twitter practices, you can operationalise references with "mentions" defined by the “@” sign.

◊ Capture all @mentions of a set of accounts.
  We used a Twitter data extraction and analysis toolset called TCAT.

◊ We capture all tweets mentioning at least one of the 28 political leader Twitter accounts between 8 February and 8 March 2017, the month before the Dutch general elections. The result is a collection of 519,245 tweets which we use in all the recipes in this set.

◊ To identify the most active “mentioners”, find all the accounts mentioning one of the target accounts more than a given threshold. In our example, we retained the accounts mentioning one of the political leaders more than 100 times in our dataset.

◊ Examine mentions by most active “mentioners” identified in the previous step to qualify the nature of each of their references (i.e. whether it is in support of the political leader or negatively targeting them).

◊ Retain only the users who consistently negatively target one or more political representatives (in our case we narrowed down our list to 25 users).
HOW ARE ATTACKS DISTRIBUTED ACROSS THE POLITICAL SPECTRUM IN THE NETHERLANDS?

Visualisation of Dutch political leaders who are targets of positive and negative mentions on Twitter (from users who mention them more than 100 times in a one-month period). Red circles represent users launching attacks and green circles represent users making favourable mentions. The size of the circle represents the total number of users mentioning a party leader. The asymmetry of the distribution of targets of troll-like behaviour across the political spectrum is notable as left-wing politicians are most often targeted by negative mentions.
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- @APechtold (D66)
- @emileroemer (SP)
- @geertwilderspvv (PVV)
- @ncilla (Pirate Party)
- @HenkKrol (50plus)
- Gertjansegers (CU)
- @APechtold (D66)
- @Tunahankuzu (DENK)
- @jndkgrf (GeenPeil)
- @jesseklaver (GroenLinks)
- @KleinNorbert (VZP)
- @LavieJanRoos (VNL)
- @keesvdstaaij (SGP)
- @MarianneThieme (PvdD)
- @LodewijkA (PvdA)
- @minpres (VVD)
- @markrutte (VVD)
- @ncilla (Pirate Party)
- @sybrandbuma (CDA)
- @thierrybaudet (Forum voor Democratie)
- @Tunahankuzu (DENK)
SERVING SUGGESTIONS

This recipe can be used to identify sources of personal attacks on Twitter and can be extended beyond the context of political trolling.
HOW MAY WE CHARACTERISE THE SOURCES OF TROLL-LIKE ACTIVITY?

BEFORE STARTING

For this recipe we take as a starting point the 25 accounts that mention at least one political leader at least 100 times identified in the previous recipe (we discarded one account because it was no longer active).
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**How can we characterise sources of trolling activity based on their profile information?**

**How can we characterise sources of troll-like activity based on their shared friends?**

START

Make a list of accounts

- Twitter API’s
  - GET friends/ids
    - extract the IDs of all users followed by the trolling accounts
    - examine IDs with Twitter API’s
      - GET users/lookup
        - get profile information
          - search profile pictures with Google Image Search
          - get metadata
          - identify fake images
          - get creation date of profiles
          - visualise

- Table2Net
  - convert to network
    - Friends metadata
    - explore network with Gephi
      - visualise

- Twitter API
  - get profile information
  - search profile pictures with Google Image Search
  - get metadata
  - identify fake images
  - get creation date of profiles
  - visualise
Twitter API’s
GET friends/ids
extract the IDs of all users followed by the trolling accounts
examine IDs with
Twitter API’s
GET users/lookup
retrieve friends metadata
convert to network with
Table2Net
explore network with
Gephi
visualise

START

Make a list of accounts

get profile information

search profile pictures with
Google Image Search
get metadata with
Twitter API
identify fake images
get creation date of profiles
visualise

a
HOW CAN WE CHARACTERISE SOURCES OF TROLLING ACTIVITY BASED ON THEIR PROFILE INFORMATION?

b
HOW CAN WE CHARACTERISE SOURCES OF TROLL-LIKE ACTIVITY BASED ON THEIR SHARED FRIENDS?
a. CHARACTERISE SOURCES OF TROLL-LIKE ACTIVITY THROUGH THEIR PROFILE INFORMATION

One way in which you can characterise the sources of troll-like activity is by examining their profile information.

◊ Visit each of the accounts and collect their profile information from the Twitter interface (description, profile picture and banner).

◊ Analyse this information in order to identify political issues, hashtags mentioned and affiliations.

◊ Take note of the presence or absence of profile images and upload any images identified to Google Image Search to detect whether any of the accounts use fake profile images.

◊ Using the Twitter API, extract the creation date of the account and examine whether several accounts in your corpus have been created around the same date.
HOW CAN WE CHARACTERISE SOURCES OF TROLLING ACTIVITY BASED ON THEIR PROFILE INFORMATION?

Clustering of 24 accounts engaging in troll-like activity around the Dutch elections. The profile information is clustered according to similarities. Three users have very similar profiles and are created in a short amount of time: this helps us to identify them as ‘sock-puppet’ account created for trolling activities. Other six promote the same anti-islam agenda, but without being fake accounts.
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ELEMENTS FOR CHARACTERIZATION ANALYSIS

@name
Description profile
Joined

BANNER

BIO DESCRIPTION

TROLL
OR NOT TROLL?

@D***er
BOER, Economist, Father of six, Doctor/MBA Patriotically correct. Romantically conservative, islamophobe, aspirant lid PVV, lid FvD

@M***te
(no bio description)

@H***an
(no bio description)

@l***dy
#de-islamize #stoppolicor #stopterror #voteMarine #voteWilders #minderminder #minderminder #lessless #maroccons

@M***DO
Ben fascist noch racist, maar realist. Links is het nieuwe rechts en blank het nieuwe zwart. Stop Brussels EU omvolking. Stop massa migratie. Stop Rutte & Timmermans

@A***rt
Een kern van (mijn) waarheid overgoten met sarcasme, sadisme en galgenhumor. Neem niets persoonlijk op, maar neem het wel op!

@g***91
Twitter Censors Everything, their Board members are Izlamic. MOVE to Gab.ai for true FREE SPEECH FOR ALL
http://gab.ai/ger2519 #PVV #MEGA #MHGA #BanIslam

@Y***NL
(account suspended)

@j***33
PVV Geert Wilders Nexit, Trump Trooper MAGA, Love Le Pen Vive la France MEGA, Anti Islam, De-islamization Forever

@j***33
Geert Wilders PVV MEGA Nexit De-Islamization worldwide, Love Le Pen Superwoman, Trump MAGA, Close borders, Anti islam, Anti EU, Jail Obama, Jail Hillary...

@k***33
Geert Wilders Nexit, Vive Le Pen, Trump MAGA, AfD Germany, Brexit, Pro Israel, Anti Anti EU, De-islamization...
How can we characterise sources of trolling activity based on their profile information?

How can we characterise sources of troll-like activity based on their shared friends?
b. CHARACTERISE SOURCES OF TROLLING ACTIVITY THROUGH THEIR FRIENDS

Another way in which sources of troll-like activity may be characterised is by examining who they follow on Twitter, also known as their friends.

◊ Use the "GET friends/ids" function of the Twitter API to extract the IDs of all users followed by the trolling-accounts you have identified.[1]

◊ Use the "GET users/lookup" function of the Twitter API to retrieve the profile information for each friend.[2]

◊ Use Table2Net to convert the table containing the studied accounts and their friends in a network of Twitter accounts connected by the “friendship” relationships between them.

◊ You may use a network analysis and visualisation tool such as Gephi to explore the shared friends or followees between the accounts engaging in troll-like practices.


HOW CAN WE CHARACTERISE SOURCES OF TROLL-LIKE ACTIVITY BASED ON THEIR SHARED FRIENDS?

Visualisation of shared friends or followees of 24 accounts engaging in trolling activity around the Dutch elections. The density of connections in the network shows that accounts share multiple followees. Multiple accounts which may be described as right-leaning based on their profile information (description, picture and banner) are present at the core of the network thus confirming earlier findings pertaining to the right/left asymmetry of sources and targets of attacks.
 Accounts engaging in negative targeting

Political journalists

Anti-EU accounts

Other accounts

Politician - Party for Freedom

Politician - Christian Democratic Appeal

Politician - For the Netherlands

Other politicians
SERVING SUGGESTIONS

This recipe may be used to profile trolling accounts in the context of other political campaigns.
HOW MAY TROLL-LIKE PRACTICES BE CHARACTERISED?

BEFORE STARTING

For this recipe, take as a starting point the accounts identified in the previous recipes and the tweets posted from these accounts in the timeframe of the study (see recipe 5.1).
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**WHAT ISSUES ARE PRESENT IN TWEETS @MENTIONING A POLITICAL CANDIDATE?**

1. make a list of accounts engaging in negative targeting
2. capture tweets posted by these accounts with TCAT
3. extract hashtags by their frequency
4. examine hashtags (qualitative analysis)
5. visualise

**WHAT MEDIA SOURCES ARE PRESENT IN TWEETS @MENTIONING A POLITICAL CANDIDATE?**

1. extract hosts by their frequency
2. examine hosts (qualitative analysis)
3. visualise

**HOW IS URL POSTING DISTRIBUTED ACROSS THE USERS ENGAGING IN NEGATIVE TARGETING?**

1. extract hosts by their frequency
2. examine hosts (qualitative analysis)
3. visualise
START

1. make a list of accounts engaging in negative targeting

2. capture tweets posted by these accounts with TCAT

3. extract hashtags by their frequency

4. examine hashtags (qualitative analysis)

5. visualise

What issues are present in tweets mentioning a political candidate?

What media sources are present in tweets mentioning a political candidate?

How is URL posting distributed across the users engaging in negative targeting?
INVESTIGATE THE HASHTAGS THAT SOURCES OF TROLL-LIKE ACTIVITY USE

To identify what issues are associated with troll-like activity, examine the hashtags that are used in tweets that mention a politician posted by the users that frequently engage in negative targeting.

◊ Rank hashtags by their frequency using the “hashtag frequency” feature of TCAT.

◊ Manually analyse the most frequently used hashtags to identify issues that animate activities of users engaged in trolling practices.
WHAT ISSUES ARE PRESENT IN TWEETS @MENTIONING A POLITICAL CANDIDATE?

→ Bubble graph of issues expressed through hashtags in tweets @mentioning candidates in the 2017 Dutch elections posted by the set of 24 accounts engaging in troll-like activity. Issues are coloured by type, sized by frequency of occurrences and grouped according to the candidate mentioned in the tweet which contains them. Most tweets with hashtags mention the right-wing populist candidate Geert Wilders. Most prominent are issues related to PVV’s political message (“Nexit”, “StopIslam” and “BanIslam”) as well as those pertaining to expressions of Dutch patriotism. Generally speaking, we can conclude that right-wing politicians receive mainly support from “troll-like users,” while other politicians are the targets of attacks (as discussed in recipe 5.1).
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START

make a list of accounts engaging in negative targeting

capture tweets posted by these accounts with TCAT

extract hashtags by their frequency

examine hashtags (qualitative analysis)

visualise

a WHAT ISSUES ARE PRESENT IN TWEETS @MENTIONING A POLITICAL CANDIDATE?

extract hosts by their frequency

examine hosts (qualitative analysis)

visualise

b WHAT MEDIA SOURCES ARE PRESENT IN TWEETS @MENTIONING A POLITICAL CANDIDATE?

capture tweets posted by these accounts with TCAT

visualise

visualise

b HOW IS URL POSTING DISTRIBUTED ACROSS THE USERS ENGAGING IN NEGATIVE TARGETING?
INVESTIGATE THE MEDIA SOURCES SHARED BY THE ACCOUNTS ENGAGED IN NEGATIVE TARGETING

To identify the content shared in tweets posted by the users engaged in troll-like activities, examine the URLs inserted in their tweets.

◊ Use the “hosts frequency” feature of TCAT to extract the media sources ranked by frequency of occurrence.

◊ Manually analyse the most frequently used media sources to determine their profile.

◊ Analysis of URL sharing behaviour across the set of users may be used as a means to detect troll-like activity.
WHAT MEDIA SOURCES ARE PRESENT IN TWEETS @MENTIONING A POLITICAL CANDIDATE?

Venn diagram of most resonant media sources in tweets @mentioning candidates in the 2017 Dutch elections posted by the set of 24 accounts engaging in trolling activity. The most tweeted source is the Dutch alt-right blog fenixx.org followed by the anti-islam site Jihad Watch and the right-wing think tank Gatestone Institute.

AMOUNT OF URLS

O 11 378

OTHER MEDIA

libelletv.nl

POlITICAL PARTY

briefjevanjan.nl

geenpeil.nl

forumvoordemocratie.nl

A FIELD GUIDE TO "FAKE NEWS" AND OTHER INFORMATION DISORDERS
HOW IS URL POSTING DISTRIBUTED ACROSS THE USERS ENGAGING IN NEGATIVE TARGETING?

Network graph of distribution of URLs shared across the 24 users engaging in negative targeting of politicians in the month before the Dutch elections. The graph shows two users to be responsible for the majority of URLs posted in the studied timeframe.
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Websites

Twitter Users

MENTION TYPE

OCCURRENCES

1

3,643
SERVING SUGGESTIONS

This recipe can be used to profile the issues and media sources associated with social media accounts engaging in troll-like behaviour – building up a richer picture of these activities and their context. If you are exploring personal accounts you should make sure to consider the potential legal and ethical implications of your inquiry, and ensure that public-interest arguments are weighed against privacy considerations. You may consider whether to focus on networks and relationships between of a number of accounts, and whether to remove or redact personally identifying information.